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repetition
WITHIN A FUN CONTEXT
hby7 emilio Gj ctcortezjortez

although new curricular and pedagogic de-
velopments

the same six words are written on both
abound within the field of english sides of the line in random order opposing

as a second language one characteristic con-
cerning

team members are chosen to go the chalk
the second language learner remains a board the teacher reads aloud one of the

constant namely the learners need for re-
peated

words on the chalkboardchalkboard and the two students
exposure to the target language underline it the first pupil to correctly un-

derlinerepetition can become tedious for the the word is awarded a point the first
adult and can be perceived as sheer drudgery team to score ten points is the winner
by the young second language learner thus SAD FACEelementary school ESL teachers present the

items in varied suchsame vocabulary ways the class is divided into two teams eachdiversification provides pupils with oppor-
tunities of six picture cards or written words is
tunities for extensive repetition in addition to shown to the students and verbally identified
promoting pupils sustained interest by the teacher the teachers oral model is re-

peatedthe language game constitutes a versatile four times by the entire class
aid which fosters the ofteaching repetition both teams start the game with five points

lexical items within fun considera context A picture of a sad face is included with the
the following games which may be easily inte-
grated

other cards all the cards areate shuffled and
into the elementary school ESL then placed face down in a pile individual

setting the open ended nature of these theteam members take turns turning up top
games enhances their utility either written picture card and identifying it after a picture
words andor depicted words or expressions is identified it is put aside if the sad face
can be featured picture care is turned up by a pupil then his

team loses one point the team which loses all
BEHIND YOUR BACK five points loses the game

in the of incorrect identificationevent anthe teacher writes eight words on the
the teacher calls the whole class to iden-
tifychalkboardchalkboard A child is chosen to stand with upon

hisheraisher back to the chalkboardchalkboard in front of the the picture this game may be adapted
so that points are awarded instead of a sadclass another child is chosen to come up and

to point to one of the words for the class to face include a happy face card
see the teachers mouths pronounces the
word silently the word for the child who has GUESS WHICH ONE
hisheraisher back to the chalkboardchalkboard the class is divided into two or more teamsif the child correctly heshebeshe is al-
lowed

guesses each of six picture cards is shown to the stu-
dentsto out word behind anotherpoint a and verbally identified by the teacher

childs back 1

the picture cards are then placed across
the chalkboardchalkboard the teacher announces to the

COLLAGE class that heshebeshe is thinking of a specific pic-
turethe class is divided into two teams A por-

tion
card individual team members take turns

of the chalkboardchalkboard is divided into two guessing which picture card the teacher has in
parts by a long diagonal line mind points are awarded for correct guesses

the first team to score five points is declared
the winner

adapted from leslie landin 100 black-
board

when appropriately implemented language
games palo alto california fearon games can be very effective for motivating the
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